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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! There are many situations where you can find yourself needing to look up a ZIP code. Maybe you’re trying to mail a letter but only have the recipient’s street address. Perhaps you’ve received mail from a stranger and want to narrow down where the letter came from. Whatever your
reasons for needing to do so, finding a ZIP code isn’t hard — if you know where to look.What Is a ZIP Code?ZIP codes were first introduced in the United States during World War II in 1943. At the time, the postal service was looking for ways to simplify the way it did business due to so many employees having left to serve in the war effort. The postal
service needed simplification since so many employees left to serve. The Zone Improvement Plan (ZIP), as it was known, made it easier to identify where a letter needed to go, which in turn simplified the delivery process for postal employees. Initially, the Zone Improvement Plan used two-digit numbers. The first denoted a major city — smaller cities
and towns were only added later — while the second denoted the state that city was in. As the number of people and cities grew, more numbers were added. Today, the first digit represents a large area. For instance, zero stands for the Northeast, while nine represents much of the west. The second and third digits signify a regional central post office,
while the fourth and fifth digits represent a smaller postal zoneOne example offered by Business Insider is the ZIP code 10014. The first number tells you that the address is in either Delaware, Pennsylvania or New York. The two zeros mean that the regional post office is New York Sectional Center. Finally, the 14 places the letter’s destination in
Manhattan’s West Village. Not bad for five seemingly random numbers.Looking Up Zip CodesOnce upon a time, your choices for looking up a ZIP code were pretty much to hope it was in your phone book or ask someone who lived near the recipient and pray that they shared an area code. With the internet, however, finding ZIP codes is easy.Photo
Courtesy: Joe Sohm/Visions of America You can use a tool on the U.S. Postal Service’s website to look up the area code of either a specific address or a particular city. Similarly, you can enter in an unknown ZIP code and find out the city it corresponds to. (Just be aware that many cities have multiple ZIP codes).There are many other online tools, such
as those at Zip-Codes.com and UnitedStatesZipCodes.org, that serve a similar function. However, looking up a ZIP code doesn’t even have to be as complicated as that. A simple search on Google or other large search engine is likely to reveal the location tied to a ZIP code and vice versa. In fact, this even holds true with telephone area codes.How to
Find a ZIP + 4 CodeYou’ve probably ZIP codes with an extra four numbers at the end, but it may not be clear what they actually do — after all, mail seems to get where it needs to go regardless of whether or not those numbers are there. While it’s true that they’re not essential, they do serve a purpose.Photo Courtesy: Robert Alexander/Getty Images
These numbers represent something even more specific: the particular delivery route to the destination, as well as around 20 or so homes, businesses or other locations. By including those extra four digits, you help the U.S. Postal Service sort the mail more efficiently and speed up the delivery of your letter or package. If you’re in a particular hurry
for your mail to arrive at its destination, you can find the latter part of a ZIP code using the tool on the U.S. Postal Service’s website above (as well as many similar sites) so long as you know the address of the location you’re looking for. When you use the USPS look-up tool at Tools.USPS.com, you’ll also get the ZIP + 4 code along with the five-digit
code. If you are typing in a general street name, you’ll receive all the ranges of ZIP + 4 codes along the street or area. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Download Links: Spoiler: One Piece Anime - MKV x264 HQ 40MB-60MB x264 MKV This the BEST quality you can get with 40-60 MB, it can even rival those
150-250MB Videos Honestly, I have deleted my 100-250MB videos and replaced them with these. they are super small and the quality is so damn amazing, just download one and you'll be amazed with the quality. x264 MKV is the best. THESE ARE ENGLISH SUBBED * NEW up * NEW up * NEW up * NEW up * NEW up * NEW up * NEW up NEW: *
NEW up Rest will be uploaded to rapidshare..... when I have time again.... Rest will be uploaded, Please wait. Spoiler: One Piece Movies One Piece Movie 1 - One Piece: The Movie [Download] One Piece Movie 2 - Clockwork Island Adventure [Part 1] [Part 2] One Piece Movie 3 - Chopper's Kingdom on the Island of Strange Animals [Part 1] [Part 2] One
Piece Movie 4 - Dead End Adventure [Part 1] [Part 2] [Part 3] One Piece Movie 5 - Curse of the Sacred Sword [Part 1] [Part 2] [Part 3] One Piece Movie 6 - Baron Omatsuri and the Secret Island [Part 1] [Part 2] [Part 3] One Piece Movie 7 - Giant Mecha Soldier of Karakuri Castle [Part 1] [Part 2] [Part 3] One Piece Movie 8 - The Desert Princess and the
Pirates: Adventure in Alabasta [Download] *MU One Piece Movie 9 - Episode of Chopper Plus: Bloom in the Winter, Miracle Sakura [Part 1] [Part 2] [Part 3] One Piece Best Songs Collection Cd 1 [1] One Piece Best Songs Collection - We Are! [2] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Memories [3] One Piece Best Songs Collection - mugiwara no jyoriirojyaa
[4] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Wanted! [5] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Music [6] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Spirit of Zoro [7] One Piece Best Songs Collection - usopp dropp [8] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Sanji the Great Blue (Desert wa Kimi) [9] One Piece Best Songs Collection - katayoku no taka One Piece Best Songs
Collection Cd 2 [1] One Piece Best Songs Collection - shouchi no tsuke [2] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Caravel Farewell [3] One Piece Best Songs Collection - 1 2 Jango! [4] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Sea Moon See You [5] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Holy Holiday! [6] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Talking Blues [7] One Piece
Best Songs Collection - Hi! Ho! Ready Go! [8] One Piece Best Songs Collection - Sanba Bonbaa Akuma no Mi [9] One Piece Best Songs Collection - watashi no iruyo One Piece - Brook Special CD - Brook and the Strawhat's Concert 1 - Franky's Theme - A 2 - Franky's Theme - B 3 - Franky's Theme - C 4 - Brook's Theme 5 - Strawhat's Daily Life 6 Adventure on Ghost Island 7 - Brook's Fight - A 8 - Brook's Fight - B 9 - The Strawhat's Fight 10 - Brook's Eyecatcher 11 - Bink's Sake - RUMBA Pirate Version 12 - Bink's Sake - Brook's Solo Version 13 - WE ARE - 9 Strawhat Pirate Version [I like this one] Includes Scans of the Booklet Volume Covers [[URL=" ]1 -53[/URL]] JAPANESE Full Covers
[[URL=" ]1-52[/URL]] Doujin [URL=" ]One Piece Special Kids 1[/URL][URL=" ] One Piece Special Kids 2[/URL] Calendar [URL=" ]One Piece 2007 Calendar[/URL] [URL=" ]One Piece 2009 Calendar[/URL] [URL=" ]Pandaman Caught in Action[/URL] [URL=" ]JUMP 40th Anniversary Project[/URL] Spoiler: PASSWORD FOR ALL FILES/Folder Access:
Last edited: Oct 15, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Some of what I mention here may just be redundant when compared with what you get from Arlong Park, where you also posted this request, but I'll try my best. The Logs are not really worth collecting. For one thing, they've never been scanned
in. Both because they're huge, and because there wouldn't' much of a point. The Logs are basically magazines about the size of an issue of Weekly Shonen Jump, containing nothing but One Piece. In other words, they're the chapters printed again at a larger size than the tankobon. There may be a paper quality difference, but I doubt it, that will come
when One Piece gets kanzenban. So don't worry about the Logs. Though the "Straw Hat Theater" strips do come from the Logs, all of them have been scanlated so far, though with more Logs coming out soon, there seems to be a good chance of at least one more Straw Hat Theater strip surfacing, but that's not an issue right now. The novels, as far as
I know, weren't scanlated either. I don't think they were ever even scanned in RAW, because that'd be a lot of work, and they're mostly just summaries of what happened in the manga or in the movies. Though the Logue Town one actually tells the stuff that Oda wanted to tell but had to cut, but that was in the anime anyway. So they're a bit
redundant. If you want them, I think that you'll have to buy the hard copies, because the most I can remember of them being scanned is that a few pictures from the Logue Town one can be found if you scour Arlong Park. Somebody uploaded them, but just a few drawings. I don't remember if they were even done by Oda, I think they may have been,
but I'm not sure. The Straw Hat Theater strips that you're missing are relatively easy. (By the way, you didn't mention the New Years strip from this year's Jump, or the collected images from the spines of last year's issues of Jump. The New Year's strip was released as an extra in a Edited Manga by Binktopia, but if you don't have it, I can tell you
which chapter they put it in. Merges of the spine images can be found here, in case you didn't have them.) I have the Straw Hat Theater strips, but I don't like uploading things like this, so I'll just tell you where to get them from. Space Time was originally included as an extra in a Edited Manga by NBST, but it seems that they now have it on their site
as an individual download in the Others/Specials section. Marchen Time and 3rd Year Class SEA Time were scanlated by the Arlong Park member Buuhan1. Here is a link to his Edited Manga of 3rd Year Class SEA Time, and his Edited Manga of Marchen Time can be found here. Out of curiosity, where did you get the Animation Log Book, Rainbow,
and Grand Paper Adventure from? I also like to try to collect everything to do with the manga, and I'd like to go through those to see if they're about the manga or about the anime. If they're just about the anime, then just tell me so I'll know that I don't really need to bother. Last edited: Apr 17, 2009 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my
collection... WOW.... Thank you so much..... Now I can finally read them... I've posted this thread on all one piece forums.... I am trying to complete my collection... I forgot where I found them... mostly I found them on forum sites... If you want them they are here: [these are the Original link I downloaded from] Grand paper adventure One piece
Rainbow: One Piece Logbook ------------- Space time --- oh I forgot to add the One Piece Space Kids 1 and 2.. I just found them yesterday while browsing.... AND THANK YOU VERY MUCH.... I really appreciate the time you gave into this.... If anyone has any links for other manga/movie/series I still don't have please post it here... Last edited: Apr 14,
2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... One Piece Kids? Oh, those are readily available on Null's website. But they're dojinshi, done by fans. Even Tongren is, although it looks so much like Oda's drawing style that some people (including me, to be honest) thought that it WAS done by Oda, but I found out
later that it wasn't. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... I still think I'm missing some Straw Hat Theater.... I think I read somewhere about a 9th Straw Hat Theater inserted in a log book but I am unable to ascertain the title.... I know its redundant but, if you find some please post it here.. I thank you for the time and effort
you gave... 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... No, there are no other Straw Hat Theaters. Not until the new Logs come out. Was the one you heard about called "Foreigner Time", with each Straw Hat as a stereotype of a different country? Because I fell for that one too, but I found out later that it was an April
Fool's Day prank. If it was a different one, then I can't help you, because as far as I know, you now have all of the Straw Hat Theater strips that have been published as of now. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... really? foreigner Time.. Hehehehe if you have the links please post them here... kinda would like a doujin as
well... I will edit this so doujin will be separated from Official release by Oda 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Foreigner Time was never made as a full dojin, just a few Photoshopped images on Arlong Park. Search for "Foreigner Time" and you'll probably find the thread, it was a prank when the 8th-10th
Logs came out about a year ago. Here is Null's project page for One Piece. You can find the One Piece Kids specials, both chapter 1 and chapter 2, both dojinshi. You can also find the special strip "Tongren" though like I said before, it wasn't drawn by Oda, even though it looks like it was. The guy who drew it was able to pull off an amazing copy of
Oda's artstyle from around the late East Blue Saga. Other than that, I think you have all of the manga related material that I know of at the moment. I mean, there are TONS of other dojinshi, but a lot are BL or just regular ******, and I don't think there are many story centric dojinshi scanlated. But you'd probably have to search Manga-Updates to be
sure. 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Wow, you really have some good collection, I try to keep up with you too, but it's too much thing for me find out, I even didn't know about some stuffs until Imitorar post while ago, but you find something that I've been searching for a long time the 3 versions of
romance dawn, where did you find those things? If you could give me the link I will be very thankful. 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Romance Dawn version 1 was scanlated by Franky House. Romance Dawn version 2 is the last oneshot in Wanted, which can be found on KEFI's website. Romance Dawn
version 3 was the first chapter of One Piece, and if you don't have that one, I honestly wonder why you're in this sub-forum. 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Well I have the one that have in the oneshot Wanted (Romance Dawn v2). And the v3 which I have in my colection too, in volume 1, but I
misunderstood with another one. My bad. But thanks a lot for the work that you have to find this. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... I have the Three Version of Romance dawn here's the summary: Btw: if anyone like to collect them just pm me. I'll PM you the links I might be banned here if I posted the links so pm would
be ok If Mods allow that... I have uploaded all of the mangas already but, I'm still uploading the series and movies... If a Mod would say its ok for me to post the links for the entire collection of mangas I would Gladly post it here... However, its pass protected with a warez site name.... I'm a member there and I love it there.... Last edited: Apr 25, 2009
英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Oh, it's okay. In fact, the links could be edited into this old thread. As you can see, we DID at one point have the entire series up, but the links are dead now. If you were to post new links that we could use, it would be greatly appreciated. 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero
Member Re: Missing from my collection... Me too, I have the manga stored in my computer, but the quality is not so good and the translation too, if you could do this I will be very thankful. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... [Manga] One Piece - Ongoing Series + Specials [ch.544] One Piece From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia A boy named Monkey D. Luffy, inspired by his childhood hero "Red-Haired" Shanks, sets out on a journey to find the legendary One Piece, to become the new Pirate King. To accomplish this, he must reach the end of the most deadly and dangerous ocean: The Grand Line. Heinous finds One Piece and the Straw-Hat crew die in an
explosion. ------ Luffy captains the Straw Hat Pirates first through the sea of East Blue and then through the Grand Line. He follows the path of the deceased Pirate King, Gold D. Roger, from island to island on his way to the great treasure One Piece. On his way his crew grows to have a swordsman, a navigator, a sniper, a cook, a doctor, an
archaeologist, a shipwright, and a musician. During the course of the story, the crew contend with both other less moral pirate crews and the Navy. The latter are the subordinates of the World Government, who apparently seek justice by ending the Golden Age of Pirates. Many background story elements involve the delicate balance of power
between the World Government and the world's most powerful pirate crews. What if Roger was alive, grew an Afro and shaved his mustache? DOWNLOADS: Please don't be mad at me for the ugly scan and wrong chapters per volume. I did not know the correct volume package when I uploaded these. I just uploaded them after I downloaded them.
However, I did fixed them in my OCD Edition. Please bear with the wait as I scan the net for better Edited Mangas... ALL are English Translated >>> Vol2 are UGLY Scans >>> GOOD scans H E I N O U S H E I N O U S H E I N O U S H E I N O U S VOLUME 55 contains UP TO chapter 537.... One Piece - Chapter 538 to latest* ALL are English
Translated ---- *Latest Release: The remaining chapters will be updated on a weekly basis as released by Manga Editors. *As of June 28, 2009 Chapter 548 is the latest release. Spoiler: Obsessive Compulsive Disorder Edition: This is for OC People who are complaining about the correct "chapter per volume" and some BAD volume scans... [around 2 or
three, I dunno yet] Rest will be uploaded after I edited and watermarked 'coz its really hard to collect, organize and upload these. THIS WILL TAKE TIME I re-upload the final version as One Piece Volume XXX [OCD Edition] Chapters per volume are FIXED and they have correct title as seen in Wikipedia These FILES are different from above. OCD
Edition Download Links: Missing Volumes will be uploaded when I find a good scan however, it might take me a LONG time to find a Good scan. Scans from ORIGINAL UPLOAD ABOVE are ok already.... It's just that there are OC people who want to collect One Piece. So, I'm giving them my OCD edition. If you know a link that have very good scans
please PM me the links and I'll DL them and upload. ___ _____________ Spoiler: One Piece Chapter 0 and Cross Epoch [DBZ+OP ] One Piece Chapter 0 and Cross Epoch [DBZ+OP] ___ _____________ Wanted! [Complete 5 chapters] ___ _____________ Spoiler: One Piece Blue Grand Data File One Piece Blue Grand Data File [RAW/Japanese] ___ _____________
One Piece Red Characters [RAW/Japanese] ___ _____________ One Piece Yellow Grand Elements [RAW/Japanese] ___ _____________ One Piece 10th Treasure [RAW/Japanese] ___ _____________ PASSWORD: ___ _____________ One Piece Color Walk 1 ___ _____________ One Piece Color Walk 2 ___ _____________ One Piece Color Walk 3 ___ _____________ Spoiler:
One Piece Rainbow One Piece Rainbow ___ _____________ Spoiler: Grand Paper Adventure Grand Paper Adventure ___ _____________ Straw Hat Theater 1-8 ___ _____________ One Piece Luffy Pirates 4-Panel Theater [OCD Edition] ___ _____________ One Piece Kids 1 and 2 ___ _____________ 3 Romance Dawn Versions Manga ___ _____________
[sblock=Pandaman] Q: Who or what is Pandaman? A: Pandaman is an hidden character who frequently appears within the One Piece manga/anime, and while it would not be true to call him one of the best kept secrets of OP, as SBS readers will notice Oda occasionally fields questions about him, you may be surprised at just how many times he
appears! Pandaman was originally a wrestling character that Oda submitted to Jump as a potential Kinnikuman enemy character in a contest, years ago. He first showed up in Volume 5 onboard the Baratie, and he has appeared in the background of a myriad of crowd scenes since. Q: How can I identify Pandaman? A: Because Pandaman is often so far
in the background that he is little more than a blob resembling a stick figure, it can be extremely tricky to spot him. He wears a panda mask, with signature small, black, circular ears on top of its head and a blank, unexpressive face, no shirt, and black pants. His favorite static pose is arms crossed with feet spread apart. Pandaman also likes to appear
in scenes of panic. He can often be seen running away in the midst of a crowd of shrieking people. Q: Why is Pandaman on the run all the time? A: The reason why Pandaman is frequently found on the run is because he IS on the run! From who? Tomato Gang, that's who. Who is Tomato Gang? Very recently publicly revealed by Oda in Volume 27,
Tomato Gang is a debt collector who is out to collect some of Pandaman's outstanding dues. He has a rotund, tomato-shaped head with a tuft of hair sticking out the top, and a twirly mustache. He holds a gun-like object which is rumored to be a seaweed roll. Tomato Gang is sometimes spotted in the same scene as Pandaman. Pandaman locations:
(*Tomato Gang locations) Volume 5 Chapter 044 p.178 Chapter 044 p.182 Chapter 044 p.183 Chapter 044 p.184 Chapter 044 p.185 Chapter 044 p.185 Chapter 044 p.188 Volume 6 Chapter 045 p.022 Chapter 046 p.037 Chapter 046 p.043 Chapter 046 p.045 Chapter 051 p.126 Chapter 051 p.141 Volume 7 Chapter 055 p.027 Chapter 055 p.028
Chapter 057 p.069 Chapter 060 p.133 Chapter 060 p.135 Volume 8 Chapter 064 p.028 Chapter 064 p.033 Chapter 067 p.092 Volume 9 Chapter 072 p.013 Chapter 074 p.048 Chapter 075 p.076 Chapter 078 p.128 Volume 10 Chapter 087 p.111 Volume 11 Chapter 094 p.074 Chapter 095 p.100 Chapter 096 p.117 Chapter 098 p.148 Chapter 098 p.151
Chapter 099 p.171 Chapter 099 p.172 Chapter 099 p.180 Volume 12 Chapter 106 p.149 Chapter 107 p.164 Volume 13 Chapter 117 p.165 Chapter 117 p.167 Volume 14 No Pandaman in this volume Volume 15 Undercover Volume 16 Chapter 139 p.053 Chapter 141 p.089 Chapter 141 p.091 Chapter 142 p.119 Chapter 142 p.120 Chapter 142 p.123
Chapter 142 p.125 Chapter 143 p.133 Chapter 144 p.165 Chapter 145 p.169 Volume 17 Chapter 153 p.153 Chapter 155 p.191 Volume 18 Chapter 158 p.049 Chapter 158 p.051 Chapter 160 p.099 Chapter 162 p.127 Chapter 163 p.161 Chapter 165 p.194 Volume 19 Undercover Chapter167 p.007 Chapter 168 p.040 Chapter 170 p.082 Chapter 172
p.115 Chapter 174 p.162 Volume 20 Chapter 178 p.041 Chapter 179 p.060 * Chapter 181 p.089 Chapter 182 p.120 Chapter 183 p.133 Volume 21 Undercover Chapter 189 p.060 Chapter 193 p.138 Volume 22 Chapter 196 p.009 Chapter 196 p.024 Chapter 197 p.036 Chapter 197 p.042 Chapter 197 p.044 Volume 23 Chapter 210 p.101 Chapter 212
p.131 * Chapter 212 p.134 * Chapter 213 p.149 Chapter 215 p.200 * Chapter 216 p.214 Volume 24 Undercover Chapter 219 p.052 Chapter 220 p.069 Chapter 221 p.093 Chapter 222 p.119 * Chapter 223 p.141 * Chapter 224 p.148 Chapter 224 p.158 Chapter 225 p.176 * Volume 25 Undercover Back Chapter 227 p.014 Chapter 233 p.129 Chapter 233
p.138 Volume 26 Undercover Back Chapter 240 p.069 * Chapter 244 p.136 Volume 27 Undercover Back Chapter 249 p.062 Chapter 251 p.097 Chapter 252 p.107 Volume 28 Undercover Undercover Back Volume 29 Undercover Back Chapter 272 p.149 * Chapter 274 p.203 Volume 30 Undercover Back Chapter 276 p.024 Chapter 277 p.044 Chapter
278 p.052 Chapter 278 p.059 Chapter 279 p.068 Chapter 281 p.115 Chapter 282 p.133 Chapter 283 p.158 Volume 31 Undercover Back Chapter 286 p.009 Chapter 289 p.069 Chapter 291 p.121 Chapter 292 p.128 Chapter 292 p.134 Chapter 292 p.137 Chapter 295 p.194 Volume 32 Undercover Back Chapter 301 p.116 Chapter 301 p.119 Chapter 302
p.133 Volume 33 Cover Undercover Back Chapter 307 p.029 Chapter 308 p.065 Chapter 309 p.085 Chapter 314 p.185 Volume 34 Undercover Back Chapter 317 p.026 Chapter 318 p.041 * Chapter 326 p.192 Chapter 327 p.222 * Volume 35 Undercover Back Chapter 329 p.35 Chapter 336 p.181[/sblock] Spoiler: One Piece Timeline [sblock=One Piece
Timeline]One Piece timeline YEAR 402 : Fundation of Shandora city YEAR 722 : The True History is lost. Shandora City is attacked and have to protect his poneglyph YEAR 1022 : Oz is dead. YEAR 1122 : Norland discovered Jaya and met Kalgara YEAR 1126 : A half of Jaya is sent up to Skypiea by the Knock Up Stream. A battle for "Upper Yard" began
between the former inhabitants of the "Verse" and Sky People. YEAR 1127 : Norland came back in Jaya only to find half the island gone. YEAR 1128 : Norland is executed in Lvneel for lying about Jaya's gold. YEAR 1383 : Kureha is born. YEAR 1422 : Dorry and Brogy began their 100 year fight. YEAR 1434 : Brook is born. YEAR 1451 : Crocus is born.
YEAR 1472 : The Rumbar Pirates left the wale Laboon in Twin Capes to Crocus charge. Because of a Marine's lie, Oimo and Karsee became Gate Guards on Enies Lobby. YEAR 1474 : Death of the Rumbar Pirates. Brook'soul came back to the living world. YEAR 1475 : Brook'soul managed to find Brook's body : Brook became a skeleton. YEAR 1483 :
Spandam is born. YEAR 1484 : Iceburg is born. YEAR 1487 : Jabura is born. YEAR 1488 : Cutty Flam is born. Smoker is born. Kumadori is born. YEAR 1490 : Hina is born. YEAR 1492 : Blueno is born. YEAR 1493 : Fukuro is born. YEAR 1494 : Nico Robin is born. Rob Lucci is born. YEAR 1496 : Depart of the Ohara expedition lead by Nico Olvia. YEAR
1497 : Kalifa is born. YEAR 1499 : Kaku is born. YEAR 1500 : Pirate King Gold Roger is executed in Logue Town. Beginning of the Pirate Era. Tom is death sentenced for having built Gold Roger'ship : he has a ten year respite to build the sea train. YEAR 1501 : Nojiko is born. YEAR 1502 : The World Governement sent a Buster Call for Ohara which is
destroyed. Nico Robin is the only survivor and got her first bounty. Ace is born. Because of an accident, Gaimon got stuck in a safe/toy box in a uninhabited island. YEAR 1503 : Roronoa Zoro is born. Sanji is born. YEAR 1504 : Nami is born. Nami and Nojiko are found in a battlefield by the marine Belmer who became their mother. YEAR 1505 : Ussop
is born. Monkey D. Luffy is born. YEAR 1506 : Nefertari Vivi is born. YEAR 1507 : Rob Lucci's first CP9 mission ; he killed all the pirates and the hostages involved in a coup d'état. YEAR 1510 : Puffing Tom first travel. YEAR 1511 : Shanks and his crew arrived in Fushia. Nefertari Vivi met Kohza. YEAR 1512 : Luffy ate the Gomu Gomu Fruit. Shanks
lost his left arm to save Luffy. Shanks left Fushia and gave Luffy his Strawhat. The nomad Tonjit tryed his giant stilts. Actress Victoria Cindry is dead. Dr Hogback became Gecko Moria's nakama. YEAR 1513 : Sanji and Zeff met. Zeff lost his leg to save Sanji and decided that he wanted to fund a restaurant. YEAR 1514 : Puffing Tom went to 3 new
islands. Tom is arrested by the CP5 for a terrorist act. " Death " of Cutty Flam. Arlong taked control over Kokoyashi. Belmer is dead. Nami became Arlong's cartographer. YEAR 1516 : Chopper met Dr Hiluluk who became his father. Eneru beat Gan Forr and became the new God of Skypiea. The kings'council reunited in Mariejoato talk about Monkey
D. Dragon. YEAR 1517 : Dr Hiluluk is dead. Chopper became Dr Kureha'student. Iceburg created the Galley-La Company. Brook arrived in Thriller Back and lost his shadow. Brook is beaten by Ryuma. YEAR 1518 : Fundation of Baroque Works. Cutty Flam came back in Water Seven as Franky. YEAR 1519 : Baroque Works began to use Dance Powder
in Alabasta Kingdom. Morgan captured the false Captain Crow and became Colonel. Crow began to work for Kaya's family under the name of Krapador. Ace left Fushia. YEAR 1520 : Baroque Works began to say King Nefertari Cobra use a lot of Dance Powder in the Kingdom. Nefertari Vivi and Igaram infiltrated Baroque Works. Kobby became
Arbyda's dogsbody. YEAR 1522 : Luffy left Fushia to become a pirate. _________ Spoiler: The beginning of the Pirate Age Year 1: - Gold Roger was executed in Logue Town. With his death, The Great Pirate Age begins. - After Roger's execution, Shanks and Buggy separate to follow each one their own path as pirates. - Tashigi is born on October 6th. Tom is sentenced to death for creating Gold Roger's ship, the "Oro Jackson". Year 2: - Nojiko is born. - Portgas D. Ace is born on January 1. - Gaimon gets stuck in a box and is left behind by his nakamas in an unknown island. - The goverment uses the Buster Call against Ohara Island in West Blue. - The Ohara incident set a bounty of 79.000.000
Berries over Robin's head. Year 3: - Sanji is born on March 2nd in the North Blue. - Roronoa Zoro is born on November 11th. Year 4: - Nami is born on July 3rd. Year 5: - Usopp is born on April 1st in Syrup Village. - Usopp's father sets sail on Shanks Crew. - Monkey D. Luffy is born on May 5th. - Nami and Nojiko's town is attack by pirates and they are
saved by Bellemere. She takes them in as her own children and left the marines. Year 6: - Vivi, princess of Arabasta is born. Year 7: - Tony Tony Chopper is born on Decemeber 24th. - The World Government sends Rucchi to finish some pirates who had kidnapped the guard of a kingdom. Rucchi kills all the hostages and the pirates. Year 10: - The Toms
Workers completed the build of the first Umi Ressha. Year 11: - Vivi makes friends with Kohza and start the Suna Suna Clan. - Kohza and Toto start the city of Yuba. - The Akagami Pirates makes there base at Fushchia Village. - Michael and Hoichael are born. Year 12: - Luffy gets his scar and eats the Gomu Gomu no Mi. - Shanks loses his left arm and
gives Luffy his straw hat before leaving the town - Chou Chou and his master opened a pet shop in Orange. - Montblanc Cricket starts the search for the City of Gold in Jaya. - Tonjit is abandoned by his nomad tribe in Long Ring Long. - The actress Victoria Cindry dies in an accident. Year 13: - Zeff's crew aboard the "Orbit", Zeff and Sanji get to a
desert island. - Zeff y Sanji are rescued and they open the Baratie. - Ninjin, Piman y Tamanegi are born in Syrup. Year 14: - Jinbe leaves to Arlong in charge of his crew when he becomes a Shichibukai. - Arlong's pirated invade Kokoyashi. - Bellemere is killed by Arlong and Nami joins Arlong's crew. - Spandam uses Franky's ships (the Battle Franky) to
attack the Shihousen (judicial ship). - Cutty Flam, apprentice and adoptive song of Tom along Iceberg, dies after being ridded by Puffing Tom. - Tom is executed at Enies Lobby. Year 15: - Iceberg forms Galley-La Company by uniting the seven docks at Water Seven. Year 16: - Chopper eats the Hito Hito fruit and is shunned from his group. - Chopper is
adopted by Hiruluk. - The kings of Grand Line meeting in the sacred land of Mariejoa to argue about Dragon. - Enel destroys his sky island home, Bilca and defeats Gan Fall to become the new god of Skypiea. Year 17: - Doctor Hiruluk committed suicide. - Chopper is under the trusteeship of doctor Kureha. - Usopp forms the "Usopp Pirates". - Rucchi,
Kaku and Califa joins Galley-La. - Brook (Hanauta) attacks Thriller Bark with the intention of recovering his shadow, but he is defeated by Ryuma. - Robin enters the Grand Line using the Reverse Mountain from the West Blue. Year 18: - Nico Robin and Crocodile join forces. - Franky returns to Water Seven. Year 19: - Ace left Fushchia to become a
pirate in Whitebeards crew. - Kuro fakes his execution and becomes a servant of Kaya. - Morgan is promoted to Captain (Taisa) alter the capture of the fake pirate Kuro. Year 20: - Koby leaves to fish and is kidnapped by the Alvida Pirates and forced to be part of their crew. - Vivi and Igaram joins Baroque Works in order to spy Mr. 0. - The "Dance
Powder" dry the country of Arabasta and King Cobra are blamed for that reason. - The Blackbeard crew attacks Drum and Wapol escapes to the exile forming a pirate crew. Year 21: - Kaya's parents die. - Banchina, Usopp's mother dies of his illness. - Usopp becomes Kaya's friend and starts telling his stories. Year 22: - Luffy leaves his hometown in a
boat with the idea of becoming the next Pirate King.[/sblock] ___ _____________ Others: JAPANESE FULL COVERS Spoiler: One Piece Side Stories Spoiler: HQ One Piece Anime 40MB-60MB x264 MKV This the BEST quality you can get with 40-60 MB, it can even rival those 150-250MB Videos Honestly, I have deleted my 100-250MB videos and
replaced them with these. they are super small and the quality is so damn amazing, just download one and you'll be amazed with the quality. x264 MKV is the best. use VLC to play them: www.videolan.org/vlc -357 NEW Uploads: * NEW up Rest will be uploaded, Please wait. ___ _____________ If you don't have an Archiver: Last edited: Sep 30, 2009 英雄
メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... @ Heinous : Your calendar seems to lack some events of the One Piece Universe. Moreover, there are some mistakes : for example Brook took only a year to find back his body. So, this calendar I take a little time to translate and write could be useful. Calendar about the world
events before the Luffy's piracy time. Credits go to a fantastic french site " La Volonté du D " for the informations but it is a personal translation, not an exact one. It has been realized thanks to the time indications of Montblanc Norland's maritime calendar in which Norland is been said to arrive in Jaya in the Year 1122. According to the manga, the
present is 400 years later, in 1522. YEAR 402 : Fundation of Shandora city YEAR 722 : The True History is lost. Shandora City is attacked and had to protect his poneglyph YEAR 1022 : Oz is dead. YEAR 1122 : Norland discovered Jaya and met Kalgara YEAR 1126 : A half of Jaya is sent up to Skypiea by the Knock Up Stream. A battle for "Upper Yard"
began between the former inhabitants of the "Verse" and Sky People. YEAR 1127 : Norland came back in Jaya only to find half the island gone. YEAR 1128 : Norland is executed in Lvneel for lying about Jaya's gold. YEAR 1383 : Kureha is born. YEAR 1422 : Dorry and Brogy began their 100 year fight. YEAR 1434 : Brook is born. YEAR 1451 : Crocus is
born. YEAR 1472 : The Rumbar Pirates left the wale Laboon in Twin Capes to Crocus charge. Because of a Marine's lie, Oimo and Karsee became Gate Guards on Enies Lobby. YEAR 1474 : Death of the Rumbar Pirates. Brook'soul came back to the living world. YEAR 1475 : Brook'soul managed to find Brook's body : Brook became a skeleton. YEAR
1483 : Spandam is born. YEAR 1484 : Iceburg is born. YEAR 1487 : Jabura is born. YEAR 1488 : Cutty Flam is born. Smoker is born. Kumadori is born. YEAR 1490 : Hina is born. YEAR 1492 : Blueno is born. YEAR 1493 : Fukuro is born. YEAR 1494 : Nico Robin is born. Rob Lucci is born. YEAR 1496 : Depart of the Ohara expedition lead by Nico Olvia.
YEAR 1497 : Kalifa is born. YEAR 1499 : Kaku is born. YEAR 1500 : Pirate King Gold Roger is executed in Logue Town. Beginning of the Pirate Era. Tom is death sentenced for having built Gold Roger'ship : he has a ten year respite to build the sea train. YEAR 1501 : Nojiko is born. YEAR 1502 : The World Governement sent a Buster Call for Ohara
which is destroyed. Nico Robin is the only survivor and got her first bounty. Ace is born. Because of an accident, Gaimon got stuck in a safe/toy box in a uninhabited island. YEAR 1503 : Roronoa Zoro is born. Sanji is born. YEAR 1504 : Nami is born. Nami and Nojiko are found in a battlefield by the marine Belmer who became their mother. YEAR 1505
: Ussop is born. Monkey D. Luffy is born. YEAR 1506 : Nefertari Vivi is born. YEAR 1507 : Rob Lucci's first CP9 mission ; he killed all the pirates and the hostages involved in a coup d'état. YEAR 1510 : Puffing Tom's first travel. YEAR 1511 : Shanks and his crew arrived in Fushia. Nefertari Vivi met Kohza. YEAR 1512 : Luffy ate the Gomu Gomu Fruit.
Shanks lost his left arm to save Luffy. Shanks left Fushia and gave Luffy his Strawhat. The nomad Tonjit tryed his giant stilts. Actress Victoria Cindry is dead. Dr Hogback became Gecko Moria's nakama. YEAR 1513 : Sanji and Zeff met. Zeff lost his leg to save Sanji and decided that he wanted to fund a restaurant. YEAR 1514 : Puffing Tom went to 3
new islands. Tom is arrested by the CP5 for a terrorist act. " Death " of Cutty Flam. Arlong taked control over Kokoyashi. Belmer is dead. Nami became Arlong's cartographer. YEAR 1516 : Chopper met Dr Hiluluk who became his father. Eneru beat Gan Forr and became the new God of Skypiea. The kings'council reunited in Mariejoa to talk about the
Monkey D. Dragon case. YEAR 1517 : Dr Hiluluk is dead. Chopper became Dr Kureha'student. Iceburg created the Galley-La Company. Brook arrived in Thriller Back and lost his shadow. Brook is beaten by Ryuma. YEAR 1518 : Fundation of Baroque Works. Cutty Flam came back in Water Seven as Franky. YEAR 1519 : Baroque Works began to use
Dance Powder in Alabasta Kingdom. Morgan captured the false Captain Crow and became Colonel. Crow began to work for Kaya's family under the name of Krapador. Ace left Fushia. YEAR 1520 : Baroque Works began to say King Nefertari Cobra use a lot of Dance Powder in the Kingdom. Nefertari Vivi and Igaram infiltrated Baroque Works. Kobby
became Arbyda's dogsbody. YEAR 1522 : Luffy left Fushia to become a pirate. Last edited: Apr 28, 2009 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... WOW nice name... Lord Rayleigh thank you for informing me about the calendar... I'll update it asap. And thank you for editing my post... BTW: If anyone has Better scans out there,
Please post so I can reupload them.. --- Nyahaha, I just secured these uploads... I can have this up when they are down ASAP.... Someone is targeting my uploads and reporting to RS that they are illegal... Good thing I always secure my uploads with multiple host.... Last edited: Apr 28, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing
from my collection... This is the calendar of Luvneel Kingdom. We do not know if the WG calendar is the same. But we are currently in 1522 in the Luvneel calendar. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: Missing from my collection... added 2009 calendar and Straw hat theater 1-8 I finally found a good scan.... I hope it will be for all downloads from a guy
from somewhere.... He says it was from onepiecehq.... I just really hope it is HQ... So far I download 1 to 10 and they are MQ.... Edit: damn after 30 DL its no good... After everything was DLed. Its the same as mine however the chapter numbering is better however there are around 2 numbering mishaps... Now I understand what Luffy feels when he
searches for One Piece.... btw: if you need help downloading all these from RS just see my pass. Last edited: Apr 29, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Heinous, I found that in BitTorrent. Thought I don't know how the quality is, but I think it's pretty good. Page 2 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re:
Missing from my collection... Hi, just saw thespectrum and Null with good scans however it would be tedious for me to Download them ONE BY ONE or PAGE BY PAGE... but the early scans are STILL bad I'd Like a little help from everyone.... They can upload them by chapters or better by Volume and I'd be the one to Merge all information Should I
make a thread for ONE Piece Collectors Edition? or will this serve the purpose I just wish many will participate. Please put your comments on this.... I think WE should Start With Volume 1 to 20 everyone will look for HQ Volume 1 to 20 HQ scans... I'm re-doing the OCD files I won't watermark them anymore so people won't hate me... Hehehehe...
DONE: Volume 26 and 27 are ok already I am currently downloading ALL HQ scans of Null SO I want others to look for those NOT HQ found in Null Last edited: Apr 29, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: Missing from my collection... Hey Heinous, if you want to collect all the scans for your pleasure then it's fine but if you're going
to upload them and share elsewhere then please make sure that the Edited Manga group give you the permission to re-upload their works (I'm not sure if Null allows this). Btw, I'm going to change the title of this thread to "One Piece Collectors Edition", therefore you don't have to create another one. 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece
Collectors Edition ok... I'll post a bunch of permission request on each Manga Editors sites I find.... Since there are multiple Manga Editors can someone post the entire Manga Editors lists? with their sites? I hope Null will allow since their scans are top quality Last edited: Apr 30, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: One Piece
Collectors Edition Don't bother looking for good Edited Mangas between volume 3 and volume 26. They don't exist. At least, not in English. PERHAPS you could find them through volume 5 or 6, since Manga Downloads went on a bit past volume 3, from what I've seen, but I don't think that their scans are available anymore, except for the first 2.5
volumes or so. Basically, we're stuck with Mangascreener's old garbage scans, rife with intentionally bad picture quality and clunky and inaccurate translations (though from volume 18 until halfway through volume 21 the translation is pretty good, because Stephen had taken over, although then Null took over the project, and their translations are
shaky until volume 26.) At least, until somebody decides that they're going to rescanlate the first 26 volumes, but I don't that anybody's ever really tried. Kaizoku-Fansubs almost tried, but the attempt never really got off the ground. And people are more reluctant to try because Viz is up to volume 21, so if you want One Piece in English, you can just
buy it. So the odds are that nobody will try to scanlate the first 26 volumes well in the future. Except MAYBE when the kanzenban or bunkoban come out, but that won't be for years, and even then people may not wanna bother. I don't think that any series was ever rescanlated from the kanzenban, even with the usage of the old translations. Except
for Dragon Ball, and that's because the old Edited Mangas had some of the most abysmal picture quality of any Edited Mangas ever. And even the first 26 volumes of One Piece aren't THAT bad (they weren't flopped, for one thing), although the translation is not nearly as good as that of those old Dragon Ball scans. But since Stephen makes his
translations available for free over the Internet, and they're quite good, I dunno if that will be a sticking point. So yeah, in short, just upload the garbage scans, they're all that there is at the moment. And possibly all that there ever will be. As to the list of Manga Editors: Mangascreener, Null, and Binktopia. That covers more or less the only available
Edited Mangas for the first 44 volumes, the best Edited Mangas for volumes 45-52, although not the only ones, and the best Edited Mangas for after volume 52, although Null will have volume 53 out eventually, after which the link should be updated with their Edited Manga. As to how likely they are to let you put up their Edited Mangas, Binktopia
will probably give you permission. Null MAY, I'm not really sure of what they'd say based on what I know of them. I think that Mangascreener may not, since THEY wanted Edited Manga of the series to cease when it was licensed, at least officially. On the other hand, that hasn't stopped anyone for the last 6.5 years, so it's up to you about what to do
for the first 20.5 volumes if they say no. Last edited: Apr 30, 2009 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece Collectors Edition I too am not really interested in having their permission. But, since I am not doing anything in my free time ATM, I'd try... I am an uploader of many warez and mangas.... It really is silly for me to ask permission to upload
since its everywhere already... even if they do say no.. I'd still do it.. hehehehe... I was thinking of rewarding people who are interested in giving me HQ scans of One piece.... 1 month RS or so for providing 10 or so HQ link.... anyway, since there really is no other HQ scans for volumes you said I'll give up on that search... BTW: I have downloaded all
NULL HQ and they are pretty god... I'll upload them on my free time... Is it okay for me to "reward" for finding links? Is it okay here? Please post if its ok... If not I won't reward them... Last edited: Apr 30, 2009 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: One Piece Collectors Edition Well, I asked the higher authorities, and they said that the
policy here is that we don't encourage people to seek favors by offering rewards. We try to build a sense of community, which means that we encourage people to do things for each other for free, out of a desire for the online manga fandom to prosper. So I recommend that you don't offer a reward for links to Edited Mangas, people will provide them
if they want to. Besides, I think that you've already gotten the best Edited Mangas available. Also, I recommend uploading the first 19 volumes to our manga database, which currently lacks them. This way, MangaHelpers will be able to provide the full (as it stands now, at least) One Piece series. MH中毒 / MH Chuudoku / MH Addicted Re: One Piece
Collectors Edition well I'm quite surprised. Do you really have only 21 volumes of One piece translated so far ? It seems so since I have checked on viz site. At least I understand more why your searching for the Edited Manga. 20 volumes in 6 years is a bit shamefull ! 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: One Piece Collectors Edition And
why again you want to reupload [Null] and Binktopia scanlates, even though the first ones are easily downloaded from their IRC chanell, and others are up on MangaShare? 英雄メンバー / Eiyuu Menbaa / Hero Member Re: One Piece Collectors Edition And why again you want to reupload [Null] and Binktopia scanlates, even though the first ones are
easily downloaded from their IRC chanell, and others are up on MangaShare? Because MangaHelpers also serves as an archive site. They're there, true. But we want them here as well. It provides a centralized location for everything, so that you have the Manga Editor's website AND MangaHelpers as resources. At least I understand more why your
searching for the Edited Manga. 20 volumes in 6 years is a bit shamefull ! And it was the fear of that happening that prompted Null not to drop the project 6.5 years ago. Though you're lucky, since you live in France. I believe that you've got the second biggest manga market in the world, after Japan. Ours is only third, and the drop off is huge. Don't
even get me started on JoJo's Bizarre Adventure here and JoJo's Bizarre Adventure in France... 神のごとし / Kami no Gotoshi / Godlike Re: One Piece Collectors Edition Because MangaHelpers also serves as an archive site. They're there, true. But we want them here as well. It provides a centralized location for everything, so that you have the Manga
Editor's website AND MangaHelpers as resources. And it was the fear of that happening that prompted Null not to drop the project 6.5 years ago. Though you're lucky, since you live in France. I believe that you've got the second biggest manga market in the world, after Japan. Ours is only third, and the drop off is huge. Don't even get me started on
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure here and JoJo's Bizarre Adventure in France... Man you guys are so lucky...not that I've looked around the UK for manga but it's safe to say we're nowhere near France or the US...I've been archiving from stuff I find from everyone and I have to say sites like APForums,Kaizoku-Fansubs and Null and MH are amazing and really
helped me get my collection going, I wish I lived in Japan so I could contribute to the OP community more... I actually liked to see a OP site to the level of opwiki but in English cos I think they're doing an amazing job keeping their site to that level and updating it so often; APforum hasn't updated in a while their info on characters and such and
onepiecewikia is kinda of mess since anyone can edit so you get a lot of stub articles and that.... MH中毒 / MH Chuudoku / MH Addicted Re: One Piece Collectors Edition well it's clear that we can't catch the 4 billion dollars (or euros it does not matter much with such figure). It's around 100 million in France. I think that the reason of the success is
because we already had a strong traditionnal medium. Glenat (who edit One Piece) is already one of the leader in Bande dessinee edition (and for the anecdote, the first editor to succesfully introduce a manga in France with Akira) 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece Collectors Edition download thread updated sorry for the late update I've
been uploading One Piece Anime rest will be available after I upload them 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece: Collector's Edition [Download Here] can you please write who the subbers are ? so which episodes are from K-F andso on :P are the mkv's hd or sd releases ? 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece: Collector's Edition
[Download Here] it is a 400 episodes anime... there are a lot of subbers... Last edited: Oct 22, 2009 上級員 / Jyoukuuin / Sr. Member Hey can anyone Please PM me the password for the manga rar files? I cant see the image (photobucket sucks) Well I dont want to open a thread here but posts dont work and I even PM'd to Henious but got no reply so I
have to ask here. WHAT is the password for the rar files of manga given there cause all I get is this. You can PM me the password. Last edited by a moderator: Sep 12, 2009 初心者/ Shoshinsha / Beginner Re: One Piece: Collector's Edition [Download Here] I am really sorry thefreak.... BTW: I updated the thread... Added Movies, Specials, OVA Please
wait for the next update EDIT: Anime files were reported... I confirmed that reporter is from this site... sad... I won't update the Anime anymore here... however the manga will be up to date.... Last edited: Oct 30, 2009
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